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Señor Scrooge

“An excellent piece for bilingual work.”  
(Harold R. Oaks, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah)

Bilingual drama. Adapted by Jerome McDonough. Spanish translation 
by Betty Alderete. From Dickens’ classic, A Christmas Carol. Cast: very 
flexible. There are 28 characters, and virtually all roles except Scrooge 
may be double- or triple-cast. An effective and emotional adaptation of 
the Dickens’ classic. The dialog is designed for delivery by an actor in one 
language with a narrator/translator immediately repeating the line in the 
other language. The play may also be performed in Spanish or English only. 
The play uses Jerome McDonough’s familiar living cyclorama, in which all 
the actors form an arc at the back of the stage, stepping out as needed 
in a scene. This makes the play easily adaptable to any stage, classroom, 
church chancel, shopping mall or even street corner. This living cyclorama 
will constantly change as actors move out and in. Props and costume 
elements are placed at the location where they will be needed. No other 
scenery or set props are needed. Bare stage. Traditional Christmas music 
in English or Spanish. If the play is done in only one language, it will be 
only half as long. Simple, basic costumes. Approximate running time: 30 
minutes. Code: SX8.
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grams distributed in connection with performances of the play and in all instances 
in which the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or 
otherwise exploiting the play and/or a production. The name of the author(s) must 
also appear on a separate line, on which no other name appears, immediately 
following the title, and must appear in size of type not less than fifty percent the 
size of the title type. Biographical information on the author(s), if included in the 
playbook, may be used in all programs. In all programs this notice must appear:

“Produced by special arrangement with 
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SENOR SCROOGE 
Charles Dickens' 

A Christmas Carol 
Adapted for the Bilingual Stage 

by 
Jerome .McDonough 

with 
Betty Alderete, Spanish Translator 

DEDICATION 

Once more, to Charles Dickens, an ideal collaborator ... 

And to the members of the original casts: 
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Riley Abbe, Sarah Alvarado, Jerry Andrews, Brandon Bailey, Tanith 
Bean, Darryl Begay, Rachael Brown, Dwight Buckles, John 

Burlingame, Robert Bustamante, Curtis Bybee, Robert Cady, D.J. 
Castillo, Raquel Chambless, Catherine Chism, Jalana Clifton, Keelie 
Cordell, Melissa Cuellar, Brandy Dietz, Jason Fields, Reagan Foster, 

Fabiana Garbosa, Brandi Golden, Cathy Gonnering, David Gonnering, 
Sean Graham, Penny Graham, Stephanie Guerrero, Brian Harlan, A.J. 

Head, Pete Hernandez, Jeremy Hoffman, Isaac Islas, Nicholas 
Kachiros, Marc King, Mambrye King, Patrick Kratochvil, Willie 

Lucero, Chris Lumpkin, Tamar Madrigal, Cenaida Maldonado, Charlie 
McDermott, Robert Mendez, Gwen Menz, Adrianne Miller, Ty Miller, 

Heather Morin, Michelle Morrison, Ismael Navarrette, Michael 
Phillips, James Pratt-Mullins, Tam Pruitt, Tobi Ray, Robert Readnour, 
Gabriel Reynoso, Christy Roberts, Chris Scheetz, Alexis Scott, Heath 

Jackie Segura, Damon Seymour, Ashley Simmons, Jared 
Smith, Adam Stach, Duane Stewart, Beth Taff, Jennifer Tamplen, 

Anna Thurston, Kelly Toole, David Trest, Brandon Wall, Jessica West, 
Shay White, Laurie Williams, Hollie Wilson, Kristina Wilson, Sam 

Wilson, Danny Woods; Timbra Evins, Kelli Newton, Nicholas Padron, 
LaKeshia Perkins, Contessa Perry, Shawna Van Sickle; Staci 

Ensminger, Adria Gomez, Nora Guzman, Misti Hamlin, Sarah 
Montano, and Joseph Romero. 
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PERFORMANCE OPTIONS FOR SENOR SCROOGE 

Virtually all lines in the script are performed in one language by the 
character and in the other language by a Narrator/I'ranslator. IN EACH 
CASE OR EVEN IN ALL CASES, the languages may be reversed. For 
example, lines are written ftrst in English for the Character and then in 
Spanish for the Narrator. Any or all Spanish lines can become the 
Character's lines and the English lines can become the Narrator's, if the 
production company so desires. This device presents several different 
combinations of options for performance: 

The play may be performed in a bi-lingual format with any combina
tion of Spanish and English speakers, even with as few as one accom
plished speaker in either language. (That one person is cast as the Narrator 
for the "foreign" language: ORADOR for Spanish, NARRATOR for 
English.) 

OR 
The play may be presented in its entirety in either Spanish OR in 

English. Simply leave out all the lines printed in the other language. 
Obviously, the play is only half as long if this option is exercised. 

A further device in bi-lingual presentations is for each performer to 
''near-lip-sync" the foreign language words which are the translation of his 
or her lines. This will let the audience know who is supposed to be 
speaking, even though the Narrator is saying the line. (Care and rehearsal 
should keep this from looking like poorly dubbed B-Grade foreign 
language film.) 

PERFORMING ''TWO PLAYS AT A TIME" 

Since each line is immediately translated into the other language, a 
couple of performance caveats must be followed: 

1. Even moreso than is usually the case, cues must be picked up 
instantly. There should be no pause between the English line and its 
Spanish translation or vice-versa. Pacing must not lag. 

2. Actors must hold character at all times, including during the time 
of translation. There should never be the feeling that the character is 
"waiting" for the line to be completed. "Hold character, then go immedi
ately" covers it all. 
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Once the play is "up to speed," the unfamiliar language almost disappears 
to the listeners. There is only the sense of experiencing an added dimension 

in Dickens' wonderful story. 

THE LIVING CYCLORAMA 

The Living Cyclorama employs the actors and actresses in the play as 
a "backdrop curtain" before which the show takes place. 

The Living Cyclorama makes entrances and exits a possibility in areas 
where no actual wings exist A classroom, a church altar, a shopping mall, 
a park:, even a street corner becomes the stage. 

The perfonners fonn a large arc upstage of the perfonnance space 
itself. Any actor not involved in the current scene will stand on this arc, 

facing away from the audience. This "Cyc" will be constantly changing as 
actors move out and in, so the cast must try to balance the Left and Right, 
making such adjustments without calling undue attention to the process 
itself. 

Any props and costume elements are placed at the Cyc location where 
they will be needed. No other scenery or set props are needed. 
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Cast of Characters 
(In Order of Appearance) 

Narrator • 
Orador* 

Senor Scrooge 

The Living CyclorD1111J Chorus and Characters: 

Nephew (Niece) • 
Charity Lady 1 (Gentleman) • 
Charity Lady 2 (Gentleman) • 

Bob Cratchit 
Jacob Marley's Ghost 

Ghost of Christmas Past • 
Fan 

Boy Scrooge 
Ellen 

Young Scrooge 
Ghost of Christmas Present • 

Mrs. Cratchit 
Cratchit Girl (Boy) • 
Cratchit Boy (Girl) • 

Tiny Tim 
Nephew's Wife (Niece's Husband) • 

Poverty • 
Ignorance • 

Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come • 
Merchant 1 • 
Merchant2 • 
Merchant3 • 

Housemaid (manservant) • 
Ragseller • 

Girl in Sunday Clothes (Boy) • 

• Non-gender specific roles. Permission is granted to adjust 
character lines, references, and translations as needed. 

Virtually all roles except Scrooge may be double- or triple-cast. 
Scrooge may cover Boy Scrooge and Young Scrooge, if necessary. 

Splitting the NARRATOR and ORADOR characters among several performers 
is permissible, even desirable. Utilizing male for male characters 

and female translators for female characters can provide a clarifying element. 
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SENOR SCROOGE 3 1  

PRODUCTION NOTES 

The skeletal "sets," props (most or all may be "mimed"), and sound 
effects are all cued and described in the text of the playscript. 

Music 

Traditional Chrisunas music may be used in support of the production 
of Senor Scrooge. The past few years have seen the release of several 
compact discs offavorite English carols recorded in the Spanish language. 
Such recordings might provide a nice cultural bridge for the presentation. 
Music could be playing as the audience gathers, as a sort of prelude, and 
to accompany the cast/audience interaction at the conclusion of the 
performance. Other spots in the script would lend themselves to under
stated Chrisunas instrumentals. Each production company is invited to 

make the musical voice of Senor Scrooge its own. 

Costuming 

The basic costume for all performers is a two-piece ensemble com
prised of a black or white top and full-length black wrap-around skirt for 
women and a black or white shirt and black slacks for men. 

Character is suggested by accessories added to the basic outfits. Here 
is the list of accessories used by the original cast: 

ScnJDge--coat, mufOe� cane, robe, night cap 
Narrator/Orador, Ignorance, Poverty, Bearer of Tombstone-no ad

ditional pieces 
Bob Cratchit, Nephew, Boy Scrooge, Cratchit Girl, Crate hit Boy, and 

Merchants 1 ,  2, and 3-cold weather mufflers (plain or fancy, new or 
shabby, as indicated by the station of the individual character) 

Marley's Ghost-Paper or plastic chains or long Chrisunas garlands. 
(Real chains are not recommended because of the noise problem in putting 
them on and taking them off.) 

Charity Ladies 1 2-"fur" muffs 
Ghost of Christmas cape, Christmas 
Fan-knit hat 
Young Scrooge--vest 
Ellen, Nephew's Wife, Girl in Sunday Clothes-fancy shawls 
Ghost of Chrisunas Present-a string of plastic holly thrown about 

neck like a muffler; other Christmas decorations as desired 
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32 SENOR SCROOGE 

Mrs. Cratchit-apron 
Tiny Tim-tattered muffler and crutch 
Ghost of Christmas Yet to Com�gray hood draping over shoulders 

and arms, gray full-length robe 
Housemaid-a ragged shawl 
Ragseller-a laborer's apron 

Ughting 

The original production used a single light setting throughout the play 
to facilitate matters on tour. Where possible, a somewhat forbidding 
subdued light was employed but bright room light also proved satisfactory. 

In more formal productions, full light control may be preferred. Area 
lights to designate separate scenes, mood lighting, and color-gelled follow 
spot for the ghosts could be used with good effect. 

Perjo11111Jnce jor the Hearing lmptlired 

Whether the audience is identified as including some hearing im
paired persons or not, it is highly recommended that this play (and ALL 
public performances of ANY kind) be "signed" by a certified interpreter. 
No one should be denied a full share of the theatre experience. 
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SENOR SCROOGE 

By Jerome McDonough With Betty Alderete 

[At rise, the Spanish and English NARRATORS are in place, either 
Down Right or in the orchestra pil-any place where they can be 
heard and seen without drawing constant focus. They may stand at 
podiums or sit on stools with formal script folders in their hands. Thi 
"Living Cyclorama" (Cyc.) Chorus is in place. 

The Center Stage "setting" is comprised of three quality chairs 
arranged a variety of ways: For Scrooge' s office-one chair faces the 
audience, the other two complete a blocked triangle (periaktoi-like); 
for Scrooge's bedchamber_,ll three chairs face the audience ,form
ing a "bet!' (arrange safely); for the Cratchit home-one chair is 
Center facing Downstage, one is placed Down Left of it facing Center, 
the other Down Right of it facing Center, all to suggest chairs around 
a dining table. Stage Left, "cheated" toward Center, in the opening 
scene is Bob Cratchit' s chair, which is removed for scenes which do 
not take place in the Counting House. Chorus members do this Stage 
Crew work. Generally, hand props are mimed-the tombstone being 
the sole exception. 

SCROOGE enters from extreme Right and crosses to his chair 
during the opening narration. CRATCHIT is already seated at his 
chair, working] 

NARRATOR. Jacob Marley was seven years dead on that Christmas 
Eve. 

ORAOOR. Esa Nochebuena bacia siete aftos que Jacob Marley habia 
muerto. 

NARRATOR. Ebenezer Scrooge, his living partner, 
ORAOOR. Ebenezer Scrooge, su compaftero sobreviviente, 

NARRATOR. never repainted their sign
ORAOOR. nunca habia pintado otra vez el r6tulo-

NARRATOR. "Scrooge and Marley, Counting House." 
ORADOR. "Scrooge y Marley, Contaduria." 

[SCROOGE eyes Cratchit suspiciously] 
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2 SENOR SCROOGE 

NARRATOR. The door of Scrooge's office was open 
ORADOR. La puerta de Ia oficina de Scrooge estaba abierta 

NARRATOR. so that he might keep his eye upon his clerk, Bob 
Cratchit 

ORADOR. para poder ver a su dependiente, Bob Cratchit 

[Scrooge's NEPHEW enters the counting house, from L, greets 
Crate hit and comes up on Scrooge's blind side] 

NARRATOR. Just then, Scrooge's nephew strode into the shop. 
ORADOR. A ese entonces, el sobrin o de Scrooge entr6 al taller. 

NEPHEW. A Merry Christmas, Uncle! 
ORADOR. iFeliz Navidad, Tfo! 

SCROOGE. Bah! Humbug! 

NEPHEW. You don 't mean that 
ORADOR. No piense asf. 

SCROOGE. What right have you to be merry? You're poor enough. 
ORADOR. [.Qu6 derecho tienes de estar de fiesta? Eres suficiente 

pobre. 

NEPHEW. What right have you to be unhappy! You're rich enough. 
ORADOR. l,Qu6 derecho tiene de estar triste? Es suficiente rico. 

SCROOGE. Humbug! Every idiot who goes about with Merry 
Christmas on his lips 

ORADOR. jHumbug! TodoidiotaqueandaconFelizNavidaden sus 
labios 

SCROOGE. should be buried with a stake of holly through his heart. 
ORADOR. debesersepultadoconuna estacade acebopor el coraz6n. 

NEPHEW. Uncle! 
ORADOR. jTio! 
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SENOR SCROOGE 

SCRO<XJE. Keep your Chrisbnas and let me keep mine. 
ORADOR. Guarda tu Navidad y �jame a m£ guardar Ia m£a. 

NEPHEW. But you DON'T keep it 
ORADOR. Pero usted NO Ia guarda. 

SCRO<XJE. Much good it has ever done you-or mel 
ORADOR. jDe mucho provecho te ha hecho a ti-o a m£! 

3 

NEPHEW. I believe that Chrisbnas HAS done me good 
ORADOR. Yo creo que Ia Navidad SI me ha servido de provecho 

NEPHEW. �.I say •. "God bless. it" 
ORADOR. y Dios Ia bendiga." 

[CRATCHIT involuntarily applauds but cowers when SCROOGE's dis
approving stare falls on him] 

SCRO<XJE. [To Cratchit] Let me hear another sound 
ORADOR. Que no vuelva yo o£rte 

SCRO<XJE. and your Christmas present will be losing your job. 
ORADOR. o tu regalo de Navidad sera Ia perd£da de tu empleo. 

NEPHEW. Uncle, come dine with us tomorrow. 
ORADOR. T£o, venga a comer con � maftana. 

SCRO<XJE. Bah! 

NEPHEW .[Preparing to leave] I'll keep my Christmas humor to the 
last. 

ORADOR. Yo mantendre un buen humor de Navidad basta el fm. 

NEPHEW. Merry Christmas, Uncle. 
ORADOR. Feliz Navidad, T£o. 

SCRO<XJE. Good afternoon. 
ORADOR. Buenas tardes. 
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NEPHEW .[Exiting] And a happy New Year! 
ORADOR. jY Feliz Atlo Nuevo! 

SCROOGE. GOOD AFTERNOON! 
ORADOR. 1BUENAS TARDESI 

SENOR SCROOGE 

[NEPHEW stops to mime visiting with CRATCHIT as SCROOGE grumbles 
to himself. Then NEPHEW exits] 

SCROOGE. There's another fellow-my clerk
ORADOR. Allf esbi ese hombre, mi dependiente 

SCROOGE. with fifteen shillings a week and a wife and family 
ORADOR. con quince chelines por semana y una esposa y familia 

SCROOGE. talking about a Merry Christmas. 
ORADOR. hablando de una Feliz Navidad. 

SCROOGE. He's a fool. 
ORADOR. Es un tonto. 

[Two LADIES have entered and are crossing to Scrooge] 

CHARITY LADY 1. Am I addressing Mr. Scrooge or Mr. Marley? 
ORADOR. z.Hablo con el Sef'ior Scrooge o con el Seftor Marley? 

SCROOGE. Marley died seven years ago. 
ORADOR. Hace siete atlos que muri6 el Senor Marley. 

CHARITY LADY 1. Surely his generosity 
ORADOR. Seguramente su generosidad 

CHARITY LADY 1. lives on in his partner. 
ORADOR. sigue viviendo en su socio. 

[SCROOGE grumbles] 

CHARITY LADY 2. At this season of the year 
ORADOR. En esta temporada del atlo 
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SENOR SCROOGE 

CHARITY LADY 2. we must make some provision 
ORADOR. debemos proveer 

CHARITY LADY 2. for the poor and destitute. 
ORADOR. para los pobres y los desamparados. 

SCROOGE. Are there no prisons, no poorhouses? 
ORADOR. �o hay prisiones ni casas de caridad? 

CHARITY LADY 2. Of course. 
ORADOR. Por supuesto. 

SCROOGE. I was afraid they had closed. 
ORADOR. Temfa que las habrian cerrado. 

CHARITY LADY 1. We are raising a fund for the poor. 
ORADOR. Nosottos estamos recaudando fondos para los pobres. 

CHARITY LADY 1. What shall I put you down for? 
ORADOR. z.Con cu4nto podemos contar con Ud? 

SCROOGE. Nothing! 
ORADOR. jNadal 

5 

SCROOGE. I support prisons and poorhouses with my taxes. 
ORADOR. Yo sostengo las prisiones y casas de caridad con mis 

impuestos. 

SCROOGE. Those who are badly off should go there. 
ORADOR. Aquellos que estm necesitados deben ir alii. 

CHARITY LADY 2. Many would rather die. 
ORADOR. Muchos prefieren morir. 

SCROOGE. Then let them die and decrease the population. 
ORADOR. Pues que mueran y as£ desminue la poblaci6n. 

SCROOGE. Good afternoon. 
ORADOR. Buenas tardes. 
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6 SENOR SCROOGE 

[He returns to his work as the LADIES exit. CRATCHIT presses a coin 
into one lady's hand as she passes] 

NARRATOR. The hour of closing arrived. 
ORADOR. Ha llegado Ia bora de cerrar. 

SCROOGE. [Rising, addressing Cratchit] You'll want off tomor
row, I suppose. 

ORADOR. Me supongo que quieres dia de descanso maflana 

CRATCHIT. If quite convenient, sir. 
ORADOR. Si es conviniente, seftor. 

SCROOGE. It is not. 
ORADOR. No es. 

SCROOGE. If I stopped half a shilling of your pay for it 
ORADOR. Si te desquitara medio chelfn de tu pago 

SCROOGE. you'd think yourself wronged. 
ORADOR. pensarfas que te hago dafto. 

CRATCffiT. But, sir, it's only once a year. 
ORADOR. Pero, seftor, es solamente una vez al afto. 

SCROOGE. A poor excuse. 
ORADOR. Es una pobre excusa. 

SCROOGE. Be here all the earlier next morning. 
ORADOR. Llega mas temprano pasado maftana 

CRATCHIT. Of course, sir. And merry . . . [SCROOGE 
ORADOR. Por supuesto, seftor. Y feliz . .  . 

CRATCHIT. Good day, sir. [He exits] 
ORADOR. Adi6s, seftor. 

[SCROOGE exits toward his home, moving Left. CRATCHrr S chair 
is removed and Stage Center is arranged as Scrooge's "bed"] 
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